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SUMMARY

Japan as an ally of Britain, since the signing of Anglo-Japanese Alliance in 1902, entered World War One at British request. During the Great War Japan fought Germany in Asia and afforded protection to Australia. After the conclusion of the war, a peace conference was held at Paris in 1919. As a victorious ally and as one of the Five Great Powers of the day, Japan participated at Paris Peace Conference, and proposed racial equality to be enshrined in the Covenant of the League of Nations. This Racial Equality Bill, despite the tireless efforts of the Japanese delegates who engaged the representatives of other countries in intense diplomatic negotiations, was rejected. The rejection, a debatable issue ever since, has inspired many explanations including the theory that it was a deliberate Japanese ploy to achieve other goals in the agenda.

This thesis has researched the reasons for rejection and contends that the rejection was not due to any one particular reason. Four key factors: a) resolute opposition from Australian Prime Minister Hughes determined to protect White Australia Policy, b) lack of British support, c) lack of US support, and d) lack of support from the British dominions of New Zealand, Canada and South Africa; converged to defeat the Japanese proposal. Japanese inexperience in international diplomacy evident from strategic and tactical mistakes, their weak presentations and communications, and enormous delays in negotiations, at Paris, undermined Japan’s position at the conference, but the reasons for rejection of the racial equality proposal were extrinsic.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Area Of Study:

World War One broke out on 4 August 1914 and raged for four years and four months, causing eight million deaths and twenty million injuries. After the cessation of hostilities of the war, a peace conference was convened to be held in Paris. Paris Peace Conference commenced on 18 January 1919 and concluded on 28 April 1919, after some three and a half months of intense debate, discussions and negotiations among the representatives of various participating countries. Japan as one of the Five Powers of the day, with Britain, the US, France and Italy, and also as one of the victorious allies, had representatives on the Council of Ten at the conference, which discussed the terms of peace.

The Government of Japan made elaborate preparations to attend the conference. On 27 November 1918, before any of the other Powers had formally appointed their delegates, Government of Japan informally designated their plenipotentiaries. On 13 January 1919, Government of Japan formally appointed Prince Kimmochi Saionji as the chief plenipotentiary and Baron Nobuaki Makino, Sutemi Chinda (Ambassador to Britain), Keishiro Matsui (Ambassador to France) and Hikokichi Ijuin (Ambassador to Italy) as plenipotentiaries to Paris Peace Conference. Japan’s agenda for Paris Peace Conference contained essentially three items, namely, a) to secure territorial and other rights in Shantung province in China, b) to secure the cession of the Pacific islands north of the Equator seized from Germany, and c) to make the League of Nations adopt the Japanese proposal on racial equality. On all other issues, the Japanese Government explicitly instructed its delegation, a) to follow always fair and moderate principles, and b) to keep constantly in close contact with the representatives of Britain and other Allied and Associated Powers.

In 1919 Japan and Britain were bound by Anglo-Japanese Alliance presently in its seventeenth year. First signed on 30 January 1902 and later renewed twice, Anglo-Japanese Alliance had constituted the backbone of Japanese foreign policy from the Meiji Era (1868-1912) to the Taisho Period (1912-1926). As a signatory to Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Japan had responded to British requests of combating German troops in East Asia, as the hostilities in Europe commenced leading to declarations of wars in 1914 that later came to be known as World War One. Consequently Japanese troops attacked German position in Tsingtao on 26 September 1914 under protection from the Japanese and British fleet. The German forces surrendered on 7 November 1914. During the course of the war the Japanese fleet sailed south and captured the German held islands of Jaluit, Yap, the Marshalls, the Marianas, and the East and West Carolines in the Pacific. The Japanese navy joined the British to pursue German men-of-war and convoyed troopships from British colonies to Europe. Moreover
Japanese navy in European waters fought German submarines, and in the Indian Ocean pursued and destroyed German cruisers, thus making a significant contribution to the Allied victory in the war.

Japan also responded to British request to defend Australia and New Zealand during World War One. Japan dispatched a number of ships and personnel from her Imperial navy to Australia. Despite the deep suspicion and fears of Japan, Australia accepted Japanese naval help. The powerful Japanese battle cruiser *Ibuki* escorted and convoyed ANZAC troops from Australia to Egypt. During the war years, a great part of patrolling the Australian coastline was done by Japanese navy. Japan’s contribution to the war, given in allegiance to Anglo-Japanese Alliance benefited Britain and British dominions of Australia and New Zealand.

Japan considered Britain as her great ally. Perhaps on the strength of this presumed intimacy Japan felt encouraged to propose an amendment for incorporation in the Covenant of the League of Nations. The initial draft of the Japanese proposal read:

> ‘The equality of the nations being a basic principle of the League of Nations, the High Contracting Parties agree that concerning the treatment and rights to be accorded to aliens in their territories, they will not discriminate, either in law or in fact, against any person or persons on account of his or their race or nationality’

and came to be known as Racial Equality Bill, and also referred to as Japanese proposal on racial equality.

In the early stages of Paris Peace Conference President Woodrow Wilson of the US appeared sympathetic towards Japanese proposal and so were the British. The majority of the nations at the conference expressed and maintained their support for Japanese proposal. However the Prime Minister of Australia William Morris Hughes whose country had received substantial naval help and protection by the Japanese in the just concluded World War One, mounted a vigorous campaign against Japanese proposal creating an impasse. Consequently Japanese delegates modified their proposal and wished to insert it into the preamble of the Covenant as:

> ‘by the endorsement of the principle of equality of nations and just treatment of their nationals’.

This modified proposal received the support of eleven members out of the sixteen members in attendance, excluding the chairman, of the League of Nations Commission which was preparing the Covenant. However, because of resolute opposition from the Prime Minister of Australia, Japanese proposal on racial equality failed to obtain unanimous
approval at the League of Nations Commission. President Wilson, as the chairman of the Commission, rejected the Japanese proposal since the vote was not unanimous.

Despite Japan’s significant contributions to World War One as a partner of Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Japan’s proposal was defeated by its own allies and Japan was utterly rebuffed. This raises the obvious question, why and how could this happen, particularly when so many rounds of behind the scenes diplomatic negotiations and delicate manoeuvres went on in Paris, between Japanese diplomats and their counterparts from other nations during the conference.

The existing literature on Japanese proposal on racial equality, to quote Shimazu\textsuperscript{10} ‘adopts a certain analytical position in examining the issue’. A Japanese scholar, Ikei\textsuperscript{11}, contends that racial equality proposal was aimed at ‘resolving the anti-Japanese immigration problems in Anglo-Saxon countries’. Sissons\textsuperscript{12} discussed the racial equality proposal from Australian immigration perspective. Lauren\textsuperscript{13} investigated racial equality proposal from a racial discrimination and racism point of view. Mamiya\textsuperscript{14} and Nakanishi\textsuperscript{15} studied racial equality proposal from the perspective of some leading Japanese personalities who participated in Paris Peace Conference. An international lawyer, Onuma\textsuperscript{16} investigated racial equality proposal without any obvious analytical bias. Shimazu interested in investigating why Japan submitted racial equality proposal focused on five aspects namely: ‘immigration, universal principle, great power status, domestic policies, and politics of bargaining’. MacMillan\textsuperscript{17} looked at racial equality proposal in the context of the Paris Conference’s attempt to end war. But none of the researchers have proposed a total picture as to what were the reasons for rejection of Japanese proposal on racial equality.

Ever since the rejection of Japan’s Racial Equality Bill on 11 April 1919 at the League of Nations Commission, critics in Japan as well as outside have tried to discredit the Japanese delegation. Within Japan the expressions of shock, disbelief and anger were aired in the media. These critics claimed that Japan was not serious about racial equality issue, and Racial Equality Bill was perhaps a bluff at best or a tool for bargain at worst. Some argued that Japan neither did expect nor did intend to get its proposal on racial equality accepted. These critics accused Japan of raising racial equality issue to embarrass the Anglo-Saxons to secure its demands on territorial rights on Shantung Province and the Pacific islands\textsuperscript{18}. Shimazu has used the phrase ‘bargaining chip’ theory to label this accusation against the Japanese delegates, and in a series of well-constituted logical arguments has demonstrated that the bargaining chip theory ‘was a way of discrediting the Japanese’, and the accusation of bargaining is incorrect.
Japan did secure its demands on territorial rights on Shantung Province and the Pacific islands; and Britain, France, the US and others did yield to Japanese demands on territorial rights rather easily because they wanted to appease the Japanese delegates so that they did not boycott or quit the fledging League of Nations like the Italians had already done and the Belgians were about to do. But the Japanese delegates never had a strategy of sacrificing Racial Equality Bill to secure demands on territorial rights on Shantung and Pacific islands. Japanese delegates immediately responded to these charges of conspiracy, and utterly and firmly refuted them with strong evidences. Western sources confirmed the Japanese evidences, and one observer expressed that the Japanese argument ‘pulverised’ the critics.

Tsuzuki\textsuperscript{20} in his book \textit{The Pursuit of Power in Modern Japan: 1825-1995}, has stoked the old accusations with a twist by saying that Japan’s ‘proposal for racial equality was in fact an after thought, derived from an apprehension of possible discrimination on the Council of the League’. The author would like to counter this accusation by recording that in December 1914, only a few months after the outbreak of World War One, when France offered Japan to make a reasonable demand in return for sending Japanese troops to Europe, Japan’s main proposal was removal of racial discrimination against Japanese people settled in the foreign lands of British colonies\textsuperscript{21}. Japan had time and again pointed out the issue of racial discrimination in order for its elimination. When, however, the Entente powers met in London in January 1915 to discuss what compensation could be offered to Japan, the main Japanese proposal, removal of racial discrimination against Japanese in British colonies, was quietly dropped\textsuperscript{22}. So it is important to remember that Japan proposed removal of racial discrimination in British colonies, which was essentially the precursor to Racial Equality Bill, as early as 1914, even much before the Anglo-Japanese secret agreement of 1917, where Japan proposed for the cession of German islands in the south Pacific, and territorial rights in Shantung Province in China. These three Japanese demands, one of 1914 and two of 1917 of the World War One years, were to form the Japanese agenda for Paris Peace conference in 1919.

Shimazu has attempted to paint ‘a subtle and complex’ picture of Japan with her assertion ‘Japan as an arrogant, yet insecure power, dismissive of, yet sensitive to international opinion’. Shimazu concerned with the question ‘why’ Japan proposed Racial Equality Bill argues that Japan did so essentially for three reasons namely, great power status, immigration, and domestic politics. This thesis is focused on demonstrating the reasons for failure of Racial Equality Bill and therefore does not conflict with the research endeavours of Shimazu. Since the focus of this thesis lies elsewhere, an attempt at negation or affirmation of Shimazu’s\textsuperscript{23} as well as Tsuzuki’s contentions, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Shimazu’s belief that Japan’s racial equality proposal was not intended as a demand for universal racial equality because the Japanese continued to practise discrimination against the Chinese and Koreans is again beyond the scrutiny of this thesis.

This thesis has researched the recorded historical facts, published as well as unpublished, and the diplomatic negotiations to present a total picture of the reasons for rejection of Japan’s Racial Equality Bill proposed to the League of Nations at Paris Peace Conference in 1919.

2. Theme, Principal Question, And Objective Of Research:

Presented below are the theme, the principal question, and the objectives of research.

**Theme:** Investigation of historical facts and diplomatic negotiations to present a total picture of the reasons for rejection of Japan’s Racial Equality Bill proposed to the League of Nations at Paris Peace Conference in 1919, in the aftermath of World War One.

**Principal Question:** What were the reasons for rejection of Japan’s Racial Equality Bill presented to the League of Nations at Paris Peace Conference in 1919?

**Objective Of Research:**

a) To identify the reasons for Australia’s opposition to Japan’s Racial Equality Bill presented to the League of Nations at Paris Peace Conference in 1919.

b) To demonstrate that the then prevailing White Australia Policy was responsible for a determined Australian opposition led by Australian Prime Minister William Morris Hughes to scuttle Japan’s Racial Equality Bill presented to the League of Nations.

3. Methodology For Research:

a) Collection Of Information From Published Sources:

   Bulk of the research for this thesis involves a detailed investigation of the published literature in both English and Japanese languages on the subjects of: Anglo-Japanese Alliance; Japan’s involvement in World War One; Australia Japan cooperation during World war One; Fear of Japan in Australia, William Morris Hughes; Japan’s preparation, negotiation, and presentation of Racial Equality Bill at the League of Nations in 1919; and the eventual rejection of Racial Equality Bill at Paris Peace Conference.

   Another published primary source tapped for materials for this thesis is a range of newspapers of Japan of relevant periods of time, currently lodged in microfilm formats in National Diet Library of the Government of Japan at Tokyo.

b) Collection Of Information From Unpublished Sources:

   Research into the unpublished materials that exist in archives, in the form of letters, correspondences and newspaper articles, both in Japan and Australia, is conducted for a systematic collection of historical facts, and for a comprehensive understanding of diplomatic
negotiations and delicate manoeuvres to shed new lights on all the subjects detailed in previous paragraphs.


4. Preview Of The Results Presented In The Thesis:

A thorough investigation of historical facts, and a critical examination accompanied by a new interpretation of diplomatic negotiations relevant to the presentation of Japan’s Racial Equality Bill to the League of Nations at Paris Peace Conference in 1919, conducted in this thesis, has revealed some interesting new findings. The research reveals that the Japanese proposal was not rejected because of any one particular reason. A number of factors combined to defeat the adoption of racial equality by the League of Nations. In fact, in the final session of the League of Nations Commission on the evening of 11 April 1919, when Japanese plenipotentiary Baron Nobuaki Makino proposed a vote for and against the Japanese proposal, out of the sixteen members in attendance excluding the chairman, eleven members raised their hands in favour. Those in favour included the two French delegates, two Italian delegates, and one delegate each from Greece, China, Serbia, Portugal, Czechoslovakia and the two Japanese delegates. Only five delegates, one each from Britain, the United States, Poland, Brazil and Romania, voted against the proposal. Yet the chairman President Wilson of the US overruled the wish of the majority and decreed that as the Japanese proposal was not unanimously agreed upon. He declared that he had no choice but to regard it as to have failed to be adopted. Wilson, however, on two earlier occasions, after debates to decide two vital issues, location of the League of Nations, and insertion of special reservation clause in the Covenant of the League of Nations to protect the validity of Monroe doctrine that was proposed by the Americans and vehemently opposed by the French, had taken the decision on the basis of simple majority rather than unanimity.

The key factors that came together to defeat the Japanese proposal could be listed as: a) resolute opposition to Racial Equality Bill from the Prime Minister of Australia determined
to protect White Australia Policy; b) opposition by the British; c) lack of US support; and d) sympathy of British dominions of New Zealand, Canada and South Africa with Australia. Hughes’s determined opposition provided the convenient excuse to Britain and the US to defeat the Japanese proposal. To make matters worse the Japanese delegates, inexperienced in international diplomacy, at Paris Peace Conference appeared pliable with their numerous changes to the text of the racial equality proposal; and presented their case poorly. The existence of entrenched prejudices against the Japanese did not help their cause either. Japan failed to cultivate the British support during World War One years, a vital issue that was publicised in a letter cabled from the London correspondent of the Tokyo Asahi and published in Japan Times & Mail of 11 May 1919, the text of which is presented in Appendix I under the caption Japan Must Rouse Public Opinioin in Britain. It is also important to record that Japanese diplomats during Paris Peace Conference failed to garner British support. Moreover the Japanese diplomats failed to counter Hughes and that doomed the adoption of Racial Equality Bill at the League of Nations.

The results of the systematic investigation presented in the thesis are offered in five chapters, starting from Chapter One to Chapter Five. Chapter One entitled, Anglo-Japanese Relations And World War One, has three sections, Anglo-Japanese Alliance; Japan’s involvement in World War One; and Japan Australia Relation during World War One. This chapter reveals that Anglo-Japanese Alliance, on the basis of which Japan became involved in the war, had been reached due to a favourable British opinion of Japan that prevailed during the 1890s. In the second decade of its existence, particularly during the war years, the alliance declined in popularity in Britain. Once the alliance lost the support of the British, it was liquidated. These facts are used to demonstrate the importance of British support, lack of which ensured the failure of Japanese proposal on racial equality at the League of Nations.

Chapter Two entitled, Fear Of Japan In Australia, reveals and analyses the fear of Japan and grave prejudices against Japanese people that prevailed in Australia. The fear of Japan and prejudice against the Japanese, determined Australia’s immigration, defence and foreign policies; and eventually led to the creation of White Australia Policy as a shield to protect Australia. Chapter Three bearing the title, William Morris Hughes, reveals fear of Japan that Australian Prime Minister William Hughes nursed. Chapter Three also demonstrates that Hughes, a champion of White Australia Policy, resolutely opposed Japan’s Racial Equality Bill because he saw it as a grave threat to the very foundation on which Australia stood. Chapter Three also speculates that perhaps only Britain could have restrained Hughes from his intense opposition to the Japanese Racial Equality Bill, just as the British
Prime Minister Lloyd George had squashed the demands of Hughes in November 1918 when Hughes had hinted at reneging on Anglo-Japanese secret agreement of 1917.

Chapter Four entitled, Japan’s Proposal And Diplomacy At Paris, opens with a discussion on the elaborate Japanese preparation for participation in Paris Peace Conference, and then describes the intricate and intense diplomatic negotiations conducted by the plenipotentiaries of Japan with the representatives of other participating countries, in order to get Racial Equality Bill adopted by the League of Nations. Chapter Four also presents the convergence of the key factors: resolute opposition to Racial Equality Bill from the Prime Minister of Australia determined to protect White Australia Policy; opposition by the British; lack of US support and President Wilson’s decision to overrule the wishes of the majority of the delegates; and sympathy of British dominions New Zealand, Canada and South Africa with Australia; to defeat the Japanese proposal.

Chapter Five entitled, Reasons For Rejection: A Discussion, presents a detailed discussion and critical analysis of the main factors that combined to defeat Racial Equality Bill at the conference. This chapter also demonstrates that Japanese delegates although made genuine efforts at negotiations at Paris for the adoption of racial equality proposal by the League of Nations, because of their inexperience in international diplomacy committed strategic and tactical mistakes, and made some diplomatic errors that undermined their case. This chapter, moreover, presents discussions to demonstrate that inexperienced Japanese diplomacy, particularly Japanese inability to rouse British support in its favour, significantly contributed to the ultimate rejection of racial equality proposal. In the absence of a strong support from the British, Racial Equality Bill succumbed to the resolute opposition of Australian Prime Minister Hughes that spearheaded the other factors that combined to defeat the Japanese bill.

Conclusion of the thesis presents a summation of the four factors that combined to defeat the Japanese proposal on racial equality at the League of Nations. The thesis also presents a substantial bibliography in the general area of study of the research. Certain phrases and terms such as white countries, White Australia Policy, coloured people, yellow race, etc. although sound awkward and even unpleasant, have been used in the thesis, following wide spread uses by many of the respected researchers in the area of study, liberally quoted in the present thesis.

The Appendix contains, Comments From The Japanese Press, highlighting the reactions in Japan and Australia, as gauged from the newspaper reports and articles, to the rejection of the Japanese proposal at Paris Peace Conference. This section drew materials
from a primary source, a range of newspapers of the era from Japan. The relevant newspaper reports, often in their entirety, are presented in the Appendix.

**End Notes:**
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